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PureUSB1
PowerOne

A highgrade USB interconnect that
enhances the sound quality of modern DACs
to an amazing degree.
While audiophilegrade USB cables generally try to limit transmission losses and noise by material tuning,
B.M.C.'s PureUSB 1 provides a better solution.
An active electronic circuit restores and reshapes the digital USB signal just before it enters the DAC. The
PureUSB1 also filters noise on the USB power supply.
This solution provides a more faithful USB signal and ultimately produces better sound.
Another advantage of the PureUSB1 is the reduction of length sensitivity. The cable can be longer without
causing losses, so a 5m cable sounds virtually the same as a 2m.
B.M.C.'s PureUSB 1 is available in 2m and 5m.

PowerOne
The AC Power Cable
A worldclass AC power cable for the sonic optimization
of your audio system.
It uses silverplated solidcore copper wires
insulated with Teflon, along with massive machined
aluminum plugs with goldplated copper contacts.
Sixteen solidcore copper conductors, braided for low inductance, deliver a powerful, defined sound. For an
audio system with proper AC power conditioning, it is amazing how much improvement this power cable
delivers. More power with welldefined bass, a better sonic balance, and greater transparency.
The total gauge is sufficient to match any large power amplifier and is specifically recommended for the use with
our M3, CS3 and PureAmp.
Experience the full performance of your audio system.
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Useful Things

UltraCone
For Speaker & Electronics
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UltraCone
Woofe 1

For speakers and electronics.
Cones are made of solid stainless steel and have M8 threads.
For use with PureVox, Arcadia or electronic components.
The UltraCones mechanically ground the component and deliver a more
stable soundstage with increased detail.

Speakon to Binding Post Adapter
For use with audio cables that have banana plugs or spades and with
components requiring a Neutrik SpeakON connection.

Woofe 1
An interface for an earthfree connection of an active
subwoofer.
The input features a pair binding posts for connection to
an amplifier’s output. Each output features one XLR and
one RCA terminal, both with reduced level.
For connecting active subwoofers to amplifiers with
balanced speaker outputs (i.e., all B.M.C. models and other
bridged amplifiers) the use of Woofe 1 is mandatory for
avoiding amplifier damage and hum.
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